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with us to the top. Speeches, songs, and th e rhythmic dancing
of the Evzones followed in the flickering light of the camp-fire.
Olympus had been taken by storm, without slip or incident to
mar the success of th e undertaking.

' Rosy-fingered dawn ' peering forth behind Mt. Athos over
th e bay of Salonika and casting her first shafts of radiance on
th e white pinnacles behind us, called us back from romance
to the crude facts of our programme. It was hard to leave.

As we reached Litokhoron that evening the rain fell. The
Gods had truly been good to us! A walk through the Valley
of Tempe, with a bathe in the Peneius; a visit to tp e famous
monasteries of the Meteors ; a most hospitable reception on
our return to Athens by the three Greek Clubs that throughout
bad treated us so well ; and once more the Pat1'is II and our
respective homes, with a sense of real gratitude to the organizers
of the expedition and th e Greek Government that had helped
so much to make it a success.

Somewhat vaguely th e expedition had among its objects
the investigation of the region of Olympus with a view to
sanatm-ia and ski. lince th ese mean roads, hotels, and th e
other amenities of civilized existence, all lovers of the mountain
will rejoice to know that in the event these objects were almost
entirely forgotten !

O FF D AYS ON AN EMPIRE T OUR.

By L. C. M. S. AMERY.

THE following extracts from my diary, covering a few days
in the South African Drakensberg round Mt. aux Sources,

arid in the New Zealand Alps, may possibly interest members .
of the Club. For mountain beauty entirely of its own kind,
both of form and colour, as well as for the scope it offers to th e
rock climber, the Drakensberg deserves far more attention than
it has yet received, and is well worth the voyage to South
Africa for its own sake. Nor do I know a more delightful
mountain centre than th e comfortable and cheery little moun
tain hostel at Gudu. As for th e New Zealand Alps, th eir fame
is well known to the mountaineering world. All they need is
more huts and more trained guides to open up an unrivall d
field both for climbing and for Alpine ski-ing, summer and .
winter. Meanwhile the Hermitage, under Mt. Cook, on the
E . of the main range, and th e Glacier Hotel at Waiho at the
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foot of the wonderful Franz J o f Glacier, on the W. afford
easy and comfortable st arting-points for the region which has
already been opened up and equipped with some hut

The D1·akensbe1'g.

A ugust 27. Woke up at Bergville to get a distant glimpse of th e
Drakensberg all covered in snow. At th e station we found General
Wylie, whom I first knew as commanding the Dur ban Light I nfantry
at E tcourt in '99, and with him t wo moun ta ineer , Botha Reid,
son-in-law of the General and Registrar of t he High 'ourt, and
Kingdon, a schoolmaster. Drove the 29 miles to the hostel at
Gudu in the ational Park. The views on the road of the 70-mile
length of the Berg from Cat hkin to '!:t. aUKSources were magnificent,
t he snow picking out all the contours remarkably well. There was
much other attracti ve landscape on the way, and yellow wattle
and pink pea h blossom, wit h lambs skipping round on green fields,
made a pleasant foreground to t he snows behind. About noon we
fetched up at th e ho tel, a delightfulli tIe place consisting of a main
buildin g and stone "rondavela ' scattered round and embowered
in flowerinz mimosa tree, with the great amphitheatre of it. aux
Sources behind. After lunch we walked up about 2000 ft. t o
a mountain called the Lion and got orne steep ish scrambling before
we reached the main ridge and walked along. I tried from there to
identify t he gully down which I came twenty-five years ago, and
was able to narr ow down the possibilities to t wo or three. Apart
from M:t. aUK Sources, the ot her mountains round the hostel, as
well as th e clumps of native forest , make the whole set ting very
beautiful.

Auque: 28. Off about nine o'clock in the direction of Mt. Broome,
beginning by a cending the steepish nose of one of the long spurs
t hat are so typical here, and th cn walked along the ridge over t ur f
and among scattered protea t rees. v e halted for lunch just above
t he saddle below Broome, and scarcely had we done 0 'when a
bitterly cold north-westerly wind sprang up . H owever, we managed
to have a good lunch and then scrambled up Broom , getting to the
top soon after one. From there we got a splendid view of the whole
range down to Cathkin. From the climbing point of view, by far
the best part of t he range is t he ridge running out to Cathedral
Peak, a whole series of teeth and spires known as the Rockery
Ridge, a great many of them, I fancy, frankly impossible. From
Broome we walked some miles all over t he t op of t he Gudu, which
on the hostel side comes down in immense cliffs of yellow and pink ,
rath er like the Dolomites above Pordoi, and eventually came to
some cascade and delightful pools and, by craning forward, a view
of t he 200-ft. Gudu wate rfall, where the streamlet falls into a pool
surrounded by trees. F rom the re we pushed on some di tance until
we came to the Gudu Gorge, down which we scramb led.
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ih tgttst 29. ta rted about seven for the Sentinel. A beautiful
ride up the valley, crossing wooled kloof at one or two places,
with treams dripping in veils over the rocks. At Tiger Kloof there
was a large and inqui itive family of baboons on the rocks above.
The colour of t he woods wa picked out by brilliant bottle brush
trees. Eventually ri ing by very well graded curves, we eros ed
the main ridge down from the Sentinel at the Gudu Pass and looked
over into the Free State. Mo t of the valley and slopes a wonderful
copper-coloured rus et, with here and there pat che of bright green
after burning. arried on on the Free State side of the ridge, part
of the way thr ough fairly deep snow, and had tea at the Gap, where
we were joined by Botha Reid and Kingdon. Pre ently the path
climbed up by steep zigzags to right.under th e Sentinel. F ollowing
round under the Sentinel pa t the top of Sentinel Gorge and under an
easy gully which lead to the top of t he main mountain, we reached the
cave, where we had lunch, and then proceeded to attack the Sent inel.
There wa about 50 or 60 ft . of real climbing at the beginning,
a short scramble under an overhang and a chimney which lacked
holds in the lower part , so that I was glad of a houlder from Botha
Reid. After that easy walking and scrambling up heather-grown
slopes partly under now, and then another bit of actual climbing,
easy but exposed, and so to the broad sloping summit . (Height
10,700 ft . ; beight of peak from path about 800 ft .) The view wa
glorious: Northern, Nata l below, and to one side the interminable
plains of the Free State, with the Harrismith Platra nd standing up
quite close. In front of ns and below us was the summit-plateau of
Mt. auz Sources rising gradual ly towards the summit itself,
11,200 ft. Seen from there, the Eastern Buttress with Devil's
Tooth and Inner But tr e s stand out from a more or le s straight
front , and the little peak which I climbed on the skyline in 1902
is beyond these.' That being so, it now seems to me pretty certain
that the gully I went down by was also beyond the Eastern Buttress
and was one leading down either into the Sinyati or the Mweni
valley. This would account for its having more snow on it, as it
faces more S. V\ e got down just before dark and a the wind began
to get up , and had an Al supper in the cave. The cave is the best
I have ever slept in, roomy, well vaulted, with a flat , sandy floor,
fire in one corner, a broad space covered with hay and plenty of
blankets filling one side and an alcove in another corner for ladies.
We had mutton and duck stew, and then retired in comfort to our
blankets. nfortunately the wind soon got up and a terrific storm
raged all night . A large heet of tin roofing which lay outside in
the gully, originally intended t o supplement t he 6-ft . stone wall
which fined in the mouth of the cave, danced up and down th e gully
all night with a te rrific clattering, and nobody dared go out to deal
with it .

1 I believe this has now been christened Mt. Amery.
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August 30. Our plan had been to spend this day exploring the
summit of the mountain and if possible going down my gully, but
the storm made it quite impossible to do anything, and the only
question was whether we should spend a day in the cave and hope
for better luck, or go down. I decided for the descent, and we cleared
out of the cave and moved off as fast as the gale would let us from
under the immediate cliffs of Mt. aux Sources. This was an un
pleasant passage, as the wind was blowing rocks down from above
every now and again. At one moment a terrific gust forced me to
check myself on my ice-axe, and that very moment a large rock
whizzed down a yard or so in front of me, and a smaller one, quite
sufficient to crack my skull, hit my rucksack and cut right through
it. When we came to the Sentinel Gorge and other gaps on the
ridge it was too dangerous to try and go on the path for fear of getting
blown right over, and the only thing was to cut down the slope some
where below. So we fought our way down for some hours, a very
queer experience. Most of the time we were walking at every
conceivable angle except the vertical.

August 31. Went up after breakfast to the Tugela Gorge and
Tunnel. A lovely ride, t he colouring of the valley particularly
fascinat ing. Above, great peaks against the blue, then broad banded
cliffs of cream and yellow and red, and then the lower slopes alter
nately bright green and russet , with the deep blue-green of the yellow
wood forest in the kloofs, There were plenty of baboons sitting on
the tree-tops eating berries and barking at us, or making off over
precipitous rocks with amazing skill. The actual junction of two
valleys at the Tunncl is a wonderful spot, with views up the Eastern
Buttress, etc., one way, the Sentinel the other, and the main wall
between, and lovely bathing pools everywhere. For colour and
landscape, if not for climbing, this side of the Berg is almost un
equalled in beauty. I imagine the Upper Sinyati and Mweni valleys
must be fully as beautiful. As for climbing, I am not sure that there
is so very much in between the easy and the quite impossible, but
only a month or two of climbing would prove this.

Grossing the New Zealand Alps.

December 4. Hermitage. Had some talk after breakfast with
Harper and came to the conclusion that the best thing was to go
first to the King Hut and have a good look at Mt. Cook from Glacier
Dome, leaving other plans open until we saw whether Cook was
possible. Accordingly, immediately after lunch we proceeded,
Harper and his active daughter Rosamond, Peter Graham and his
nephew Dave, and one or two others, including two Press photo
graphers, to the Ball Hut, about four hours' rather dull going along
the moraine end of the Tasman Glacier. From th e hut one begins
to have quite a fine view of the upper part of the Tasman Glacier
and Mt. Malte Brun opposite.
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December 5. Got away before six and went up the glacier to the
foot of the Haast Ridge and climbed up this to the King Memorial
Hut . Pushed on to Glacier Dome, from which we had a most
magnificent view of Cook and Tasman before us, with Haidinger,
Douglas, Minarets, Elie de Beaumont away to the right, and, still
farther round, Darwin and Malte Brun, The only thing com
parable with th e view, to my mind, is that from Pizzo Bianco facing
Monte Rosa. I am not sure that Mt. Cook and Tasman together
do not beat Monte Rosa ; on the other hand, th ere is nothing in the
flat Tasman valley to compare with th e view back from Pizzo
Bianco down to the Italian lakes. We spent some time looking a.t
t he route up Mt. Cook and decided that it would go quite well, four
fine days having sufficiently cleaned the upper rocks and settled the
snow on the Linda Glacier. So we decided that Peter was to kick
steps as far as he could the next afternoon, I t aking a rest, as I had
suffered a bit from cramp in my legs on the way up. Our idea was
to start about midnight with the help of a good moon. However,
before we got back to the King Hut the weather had changed;
heavy clouds brought rain and sleet , which lasted most of the next
forty hours. We had a crowded and not too comfortable but cheery
evening in th e King Hut.

December 6. Deluges of rain and sleet and snow all the morning,
but about noon we decided that we had better get down in any case
to the Ball Hut, Cook now being out of the question within the t ime
available. So in drenching rain and high wind Peter , the Harpers,
and myself scrambled down, followed some hours later by Dave
and Vic Williams.

December 7. The day opened wet, but about eleven it began to
clear and we decided to go up t o the Malte Brun . The position of
the hut is extraordinarily fine-a wonderful view over the whole
range from Cook up to the head of the Tasman.

December 8. Got away about six with Miss Foiling and Alf
Bmstad on skis, and in a steady three hours' plodding reached the
top of the Lendenfeld Pass and got a fine view of the peaks on the
other side. We had sta rted with some idea of scrambling up the
Hochstetter Dome, but its sides were crusted, which meant side
slipping down, so we decided to run straight down again. There
was enough new snow on th e old to make th e running very pleasant,
though not too fast, and the run itself was an easy one on which one
could let oneself go. I stopped below the Malte Brnn Hut and
basked for some time in the sun, while the guides went across the
glacier to kick steps up the Minarets in preparation {or the morrow's
traverse. Altogether a day of wonderful sunshine, views, and lazi
ness. Some time after going to bed I heard a considerable din.
Apparently a kea had walked in throu gh the open door and dragged
one of Harper's boots out from under the stove across the floor
and got it some way along the terrace in readiness to throw it down
the 400-ft. snow slope. Harper was waked up by the noise just
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in time and retrieved his boot. When he shut the door and got
into bed again he heard a low chuckle and at once knew that the
kea had something up his sleeve, so he went out again and found
that the kea had still got the leather instep supports without which
Harp er cannot walk. Fancy a whole expedition being held up by
the deliberate mischief of an old parrot! At the Defiance Hut
next night one of them tried to get my hat thro ugh the half-open
window and was only just stopped by Peter .

December 9. Up about 1.30 A.M., a cloudless night and all the
mountai ns flooded in a glorious full moon. Got away ct 2.30, and
although the moon was by then already behind the Minarets the
diffused light was quite sufficient for all our purposes. Plodded up
steadily for some 2000 ft . in the steps kicked by Peter, and much
admired his judgment in picking a route through the broken and
often avalanchy slope, one schrund requiring particularly skilful
negotiation. After that the going was decidedly slow, the snow
being crusty , though hardly ever enough to hold one, and it was not
until about 10.30 that we reached the actual summit ridge just to
the left of the Lower Minaret . Here Peter had hoped to find a way
down, but the lie of the snow had changed considerably since last
year when he had looked at it , and we concluded that it was im
possible, or at any rate would ta ke us far too long. Certa inly it
was desperately steep and something like 2000 ft. or more down to
the glacier with tremendous schrunds below. Leaving the problem
unsettled for the moment, we went on to climb the main peak of
the Minarets, first crossing a rounded dome of snow and then climb
ing a very sharp conical peak of hard ice curiously nubbly like
barley sugar. The top was much too pointed to stand on, not to
speak of its being slightly corniced, but we stood round it and patted
it with our hands and then descended (about 11.30 A.M.) and
t raversed along the summit of the ridge for some distance past
De La Beche, where we had lunch on some rocks at the edge, while
Peter reconnoitred and began cutting steps down a very steep but
straight slope of hard frozen snow leading to the glacier just to the
left of Graham's Saddle. After lunch we proceeded down this,
Dave leading and cutting furth er steps, taking about one hour to
get down some 700 ft ., after which the going was easy, and we crossed
Graham's Saddle about 2.30 P. M. Then down the Franz Josef
neve, which was boiling hot, plodding along- it seemed endless (how
I sighed for my skis I)-on soft snow until we reached the site of the
old Almer Hut, just above which we rested and brewed some tea .
Then down some snow and a ridge of slippery tussock grass to the
glacier. It was now get ting on for seven, the glacier was broken
and tricky, and a close question whether we should be able to get
down to the Defiance Hut before dark or run the risk of being
benighted on the glacier. Peter rushed ahead at a terrific pace
and with remarkable skill in finding his way, the rest of us
leaping and running behind as fast as we could over crazy knife-
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edges of rotten granular ice and soft snow bridges. However, we
got opposite the Defiance before it was really too dark and struck
the hut soon after nine, having gone nearly nineteen hours. We
found there a couple of guides sent up from Waiho, who lighted
a flare to let Waiho know, and had also prepared a good supper.
So to bed and slept very comfortably, not feeling really done up.
Undoubtedly, th ough the climbs are long, the fact that the maximum
height was only just over 10,000 ft . makes a difference. I was
much more tired on the Bernina after a week's t raining last year .

December 10. Got up after eight and walked with Harper along
the edge of the moraine to where the Unser Fritz waterfall comes
down 1200 ft . and there bathed in a natural armchair of rock, with
lovely cold water sluicing over one's shoulders. It was so good that
when I had got out and got dried in th e sun I had to go and have
another and very nearly a third. Then breakfast, followed by
a scramble up 1000 ft . or so through bush to the ' Garden ' full of
Mt. Cook lilies, oricias, white fennel, etc., and a few buttercups,
otherwise no coloured flowers, and got a good view of the whole of
our route down the day before. Then down to lunch, and so across
th e glacier and up throug h the bush path down to Waiho, a wonderful
walk through natural fernery, wild fuchsia trees, C rata ' unfortu
nate ly not yet in blossom, and alongside us the great white mass of
the glacier, which ends most beautifully and neatly, much better
th an any glacier I know.

GRANDE CASSE-GRAND MOTTE TRAVERSE.

M. HENRI METTRIER kindly draws attention t o an unfortunate error
in the obituary notice of the late Maximin Gaspard, ' A.J .' 39, 308.
The [above] expedition was repeated, August 8, 1901-three weeks
after the Maximin Gaspard party-by M. Mettrier, with th e guides
Seraphin and J oseph Gromier, as related in Revue A lpine, 1902,
pp.48-50.

A short note on the history of th e startling ridge connect ing the
Grande Casse with the Grande Motte may be of interest. The
, Grande Casse ' portion of it, or E. arete , is the only difficulty;
the W. arete of the Grande Motte is more the broken edge of a face
than an arete, On September 23, 1900, Signor A. Ferrari, with
E. Sibille and P . Dame, from a chalet between Entre-deux-Eaux and
the Col de la Leisse, climbed the Grande Motte (4 hrs. 50 mins.),
descended its rocky W. arete to the' Col de Rosolin,' 1 the lowest
depression between the two mountains (1 hr. 20 mins.}, then 'ffWunted
the E. arete of the Grande Casse, keeping throughout almost entirely

1 Col de Pramoy of the Frenc h, 1 : 50,000, map; de Premou of
Gaillard, 3320m.; or Col de la Grande Motte.




